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United States Iran Policy and the Role of Israel, 1990-1993
Henry Rome

Department of Politics and International Studies, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

ABSTRACT
In 1993, the Clinton Administration announced that containing the
‘hostile’ and ‘dangerous’ government of Iran would be a key tenet
of its Middle East policy. To some scholars, the Administration’s
decision reflected the influence of Israel and its supporters in
Washington over American foreign policy. However, this conven-
tional wisdom ismisguided. Bill Clinton inherited and endorsed the
Iran policy of his predecessor, George H.W. Bush, who concluded
that Iran’s support for terrorism and pursuit of nuclear technology
warranted a strong response. Bush decided on this approachwhen
Israel was distracted and unconcerned about Iran. In fact, Israeli
leaders only began drawing attention to the risks posed by Iran
after America changed its policy.

Over the past decade, scholars have closely scrutinised the role of foreign govern-
ments and domestic interest groups in shaping United States Middle Eastern
policy. Most controversially, John J. Mearsheimer, Stephen M. Walt, Trita Parsi,
and others argue that Israel and its supporters inWashington play an outsized role
in driving American policy. This analysis is a historical assessment of one such
claim: that Israel and like-minded lobby groups drove the Clinton
Administration’s 1993 policy towards Iran. In addition to testing this argument,
it fills a gap in the literature concerning the American and Israeli approaches
towards Iran in the early 1990s.

On 18 May 1993, less than four months after taking office, the Clinton
Administration articulated a new Middle East policy, ‘Dual Containment’: the
United States would contain both Iraq and Iran whilst advancing the Arab-
Israeli peace process begun at Madrid in late 1991. To some observers, Dual
Containment represented a significant change in American policy towards Iran
and Iraq. Instead of continuing the decades-long strategy of balancing the states
against each other, Clinton’s Administration decided to confront Iran and Iraq
simultaneously. In this shift, Mearsheimer, Walt, and Parsi see the hand of Israel
and its American supporters. The origin of Dual Containment plays a small but
pivotal role in Mearsheimer andWalt’s The Israel Lobby and Parsi’s Treacherous
Alliance, exemplifying arguments that Israel and its allies exercise undue
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influence over American foreign policy.1 This narrative has largely gone
unchallenged.

Yet, the historical record does not support this conclusion. Understanding
Clinton’s Iran policy begins with his predecessor, George H.W. Bush. During
Bush’s Administration, Washington seriously considered forging a new rela-
tionship with Tehran based on trust built following the release of hostages in
Lebanon and Iran’s help during the 1991 Gulf War. But Iran’s acquisition of
sensitive nuclear technology and its alleged support for assassinations and
a bombing caused the Administration to reverse course. Instead of pursuing
rapprochement, Bush’s Administration developed a new Iranian strategy – one
that Clinton’s Administration inherited and endorsed with Dual Containment.

During the Bush Administration’s evolution of views towards Iran, Israel’s
voice was conspicuously absent. Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir (1983–1984;
1986–1992) focused on supporting an influx of refugees from the former Soviet
Union and obstructing peace talks with Israel’s Arab neighbours and the
Palestinians – two issues over which he clashed repeatedly with Washington.
By comparison, Iran had a low priority. Some Israeli officials were concerned
with Iran’s activities in Israel’s region, including close ties with the Lebanese
group Hezbollah and a burgeoning relationship with Hamas.2 But Shamir’s
government viewed these threats as both local and manageable, not part of
a region-wide confrontation with Tehran. Israel’s allies and supporters in
Washington, including the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
[AIPAC], followed the Israeli government’s lead. Public outreach and lobbying
during the Bush years focused primarily on securing loan guarantees for Israel.
In contrast, Shamir’s successor, Yitzhak Rabin (1974–1977; 1992–1995), ada-
mantly believed that Iran posed a wide-ranging threat to Israel and should be
confronted directly, not through regional allies and proxies. Still, by the time
Rabin started raising alarm about Iran, the Bush Administration had decided to
isolate and contain Tehran. Rabin’s strident opposition to Iranian behaviour
appears less an effort to lobby Washington than align with it.

In this context, it is important to define the positions of Israel and the ‘pro-
Israel lobby’, being careful not to conflate government policies with an often-ill-
defined collection of political organisations and activists in the United States.
Thus, the term ‘Israel lobby’ needs avoiding: it inaccurately implies that the
advocates lobby on behalf of Israel’s government. Instead, the term ‘pro-Israel
lobby’ describes organisations that ‘seek to influence United States government
policy toward Israel in a direction that they believe is in Israel’s interests’.3

AIPAC, the most influential pro-Israel organisation, receives the brunt of
scrutiny from Mearsheimer, Walt, and Parsi. Working to ‘facilitate, maintain,
and improve relations between the United States and Israel’ on behalf of ‘Israel’s
supporters in the United States’,4 AIPAC does not receive funding from Israel
nor lobby on its behalf.5 Indeed, relations between Israel and AIPAC fluctuate
depending on the party in power in Israel. Likud’s Shamir had a very close
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working relationship with AIPAC and, during the 1991 loan guarantees con-
troversy, worked hand-in-glove with the group to try to override Bush’s policy.6

Yet, AIPAC had a poor relationship with Labour’s Rabin, who blamed AIPAC
for the damaging and unsuccessful fight over those guarantees. He subsequently
worked to weaken its influence in Washington.7 In addition, there are the views
of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organisations
[Presidents Conference]; not a lobbying group, it plays an influential role in
channelling and representing the views of the American pro-Israel community.8

Under the Bush Administration, tension would grow between these groups and
theWhite House over its approach towards Israel and the Arab-Israeli conflict –
but not Iran.

When Bush took office in January 1989, the Middle East was low on the
Administration’s policy agenda. Bush’s foreign policy advisors were preoccupied
with the deterioration of the Soviet Union, the prospect of German reunification,
andpolitical turmoil inChina– challenges dwarfing theMiddle East in scope and
consequence.9 Moreover, Bush had a compelling political reason to keep Iran at
arm’s length: persistent questions about his role in the Iran-Contra affair whilst
serving as vice-president (1981–1989). He consistently denied any involvement
in the affair, but the topic dogged him throughout the campaign and his
presidency.10 Finally, Iran demanded little attention from Washington policy-
makers. It was emerging from a devastating eight-year war with Iraq that severely
stunted its economy and crippled its military. Tehran’s nuclear programme was
nascent and its regional influence limited. Iran was not routinely threatening
Israel’s existence; in fact, Israel was one of Iran’s only supporters during the Iran-
Iraq war.11 Instead, for Bush’s Administration, themain point of contentionwith
Iran in 1989was securing the release ofAmerican citizens kidnapped in Lebanon.
Washington was uncertain of the extent of Iran’s affiliation with the kidnappers,
many of whom were connected with Hezbollah or operating under its aliases. It
reckoned nevertheless that Iran held the most influence over the Lebanese
groups.12 Aside from hostages, the Administration was concerned with Iran’s
alleged support for terrorism, but the hostage issue received top billing – in
Bush’s words, the ‘sine qua non’ to improved relations with Iran.13

Bush raised the hostage issue on his first day in office. In his inaugural
address, he said that Americans were ‘held against their will in foreign lands’
and that ‘assistance can be shown here and will be long remembered’. In
a message aimed at Iran’s government, he said, ‘goodwill begets goodwill’.14

Bush re-enforced his public message with a classified policy directive instructing
his government to ‘be prepared for a normal relationship with Iran’ provided it
facilitated the release of the hostages and ended support for terrorism.15 Bush
subsequently authorised direct and indirect negotiations with Iran.16

Bush’s inauguration offer reached Iran at a time of domestic upheaval.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the revolution’s leader, had died; a new supreme
leader, Ali Khamenei, ascended to power; Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani,
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a pragmatist, became president; and the country demobilised after war.
Retrenchment was the order of the day. Still, Iranian views of America had
hardly softened. Washington supported Saddam Hussein in the Iran-Iraq war
and destroyed much of Iran’s navy in clashes in the Persian Gulf. Only six
months earlier, an American warship accidentally shot down Iran Air Flight 655,
killing 290 civilians.

Still, Rafsanjani took a risk and accepted, if only implicitly, Bush’s offer by
personally intervening on behalf of some of the hostages.17 Robert Polhill,
held for more than three years, was released in April 1990, the first American
freed since 1986;18 two more followed by August 1991.19 United Nations
[UN] special envoy Giandomenico Picco has argued that Tehran played the
primary role in facilitating the releases, given its close relationship with the
Lebanese groups holding them.20 The Iranians relied on more than persua-
sion; according to a journalistic account, citing American officials, they paid
Lebanese groups between US$1-US$2 million for the release of each
hostage.21 Bush publicly thanked Iran for its role in securing the release of
these hostages, but with several Americans still in custody, no goodwill
emanated from the United States.

Iraq’s surprise invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990 changed the Iranian-
American dynamic. The Administration broadened its demands on Tehran
beyond releasing the hostages: Bush requested that Iran remain neutral and
enforce UN sanctions against Baghdad. Sultan Qaboos of Oman, the ever-
present interlocutor with Iran, told Bush that the Iranians were willing to
accept these demands provided its military received unspecified ‘parts and
equipment’.22 In a separate conversation, the Omani foreign minister said
Rafsanjani ‘had nothing to ask from the United States except that you look at
Iranian affairs differently now’; Rafsanjani also expressed willingness to ‘pay
cash’ for US$1 billion-worth of spare parts.23 Bush told the Omani foreign
minister: ‘Someday we will have improved relations [with Iran] … . Given
the changes in their belligerent status, maybe there is an opening’.24

By weighing somewhat warmer ties with Iran whilst containing Iraq, the
White House was falling back on traditional American policy in the Gulf. For
two decades, Washington threw support behind Iran or Iraq to balance one
against the other. In the 1970s, presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, and
Jimmy Carter strongly backed Iran as the supposed ‘island of stability’ in the
Middle East.25 The foundation of the Iranian-American relationship found
basis on countering Soviet encroachment in the region. One manifestation of
this co-operation was a joint United States-Iran-Israel effort to keep Soviet-
backed Iraq off balance by providing military support to Iraqi Kurds in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. Following the Iranian revolution, Washington
switched sides and backed Baghdad with intelligence and weaponry in the
Iran-Iraq war.26 The Bush Administration continued assisting Iraq after the
disastrous conflict ended, overlooking Baghdad’s abuse of American aid and
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its aggressive regional posture.27 Now, as the United States contemplated war
against Iraq, would it tilt back towards Iran?

In late September 1990, the National Security Council [NSC] convened to
discuss ways to press a potential opening with Iran. Overlooked in scholarly
analysis of this period, this policy assessment demonstrated the lengths of
Washington’s willingness to ensure Iranian co-operation against Iraq.28

Although considering these measures in terms of the Gulf crisis, Bush told
Qaboos that the United States had two goals: ‘[F]irst, we want Iran to keep the
pressure on [Iraq]; and second, in the long run, we want better relations with
Iran’.29 The NSC recommended several measures: lifting the ban on imported
Iranian oil; supporting international lending toTehran; andpermitting the transfer
of sensitive commercial technology related to civil aviation. The Administration
ultimately chose to lift the oil restrictions, a decision considered a ‘strong induce-
ment to Iran’.30 The Administration also publicly supported Iran’s application for
a US$250 million World Bank loan, Iran’s first request for aid since the 1979
revolution.31 The NSC debated whether to provide additional incentives but
decided against supporting a Japanese loan or licencing civil aviation technology;
the latter proposal was apparently rejected due to suspicions that Iranwas involved
in the 1988 Libyan-bombing of Pan-Am Flight 103.32

As themission against Iraq shifted from sanctions enforcement to war in early
1991, Iran continued supporting American objectives. When Baghdad des-
patched 122 combat planes to Iran for shelter against American-led coalition
attacks, Iran assuaged American concerns by promptly impounding them.33

Tehran agreed to ignore coalition warplanes that accidentally strayed into
Iranian airspace and committed to help rescue any pilots who crashed in its
territory. There is also evidence that using Iranian airspace was not accidental.
Dick Cheney, Bush’s secretary of defence, later said the Americans routed cruise
missiles through Iran en route to targets in Iraq.34 The war also facilitated an
unprecedented level of dialogue, with Washington and Tehran communicating
through intermediaries as frequently as three times per week, including sensitive
military deployment information.35 Despite this assistance, the United States
remained sceptical of Iranian intentions. Bush decided not to ‘go to Baghdad’ in
the GulfWar and overthrow the SaddamHussein regime partly for fear that Iran
would take advantage of the power vacuum and extend its influence in Iraq.36

Bush was also hesitant to upgrade relations further at that moment because
Washington’s core concern – the hostages – had yet to be resolved.

Washington’s direct outreach to Tehran, and the halting co-operation that
followed, did not raise alarm bells in Israel. From Bush’s inauguration until mid-
1992, Israeli-American relations involved three issues: Would Israel negotiate
with the Palestinians? Would Israel retaliate against Saddam Hussein during the
Gulf War? Under what circumstances would Israel receive loan guarantees? The
debates amongst the Bush Administration, the Israeli government, and the pro-
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Israel lobby on these issues were intense and polarising, damaging to both the
bilateral relationship and the pro-Israel lobby’s standing in Washington.

From the outset, the personal relationship between Bush and Shamir was
poor. Bush considered Shamir untrustworthy and obdurate, whilst Shamir
saw Bush as unsympathetic and biased against Israel.37 The White House
made little secret that it preferred an Israel led by Shamir’s Labour oppo-
nents, and Shamir’s supporters accused Bush of interfering in Israel’s 1992
elections to unseat Shamir. Yet, the growing distance between America and
Israel extended beyond personality or even policy differences. Their ‘special
relationship’, forged during the Cold War, was shifting. Over the previous
four decades, Israeli-American ties found basis on several factors, including
shared political, moral, and religious systems and values; long-standing
bonds between Americans and Israelis; and shared strategic interest in
resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict. Nevertheless, no factor was more impor-
tant than Israel’s role as a counterweight to Soviet expansion in the Middle
East.38 This foundation evaporated with the Soviet collapse. The loss of
a Realpolitik basis for close Israeli-American relations drove spirited debate
amongst Israeli leaders and in the pro-Israel community in Washington
about how to revive the relationship. This task became especially urgent
after the 1991 loan guarantee fiasco.

In September 1991, Shamir requested that Washington guarantee loans of US
$10 billion. For Israel, these guarantees were essential to support the immigra-
tion of more than one million Soviet Jews over five years. A state of only
4.6 million people, Israel was ill prepared to absorb the refugees, and a loan
guarantee would allow Israel to borrow at lower interest rates.39 However, Bush
was concerned that approving the guarantees would undermine Washington’s
position as a neutral arbiter in the upcomingMadrid peace conference, slated for
October-November 1991. Bush asked to postpone the request for four months;
Shamir refused. The Israeli prime minister considered the loan guarantees
a humanitarian issue divorced from the Arab-Israeli conflict.40 Moreover, he
thought Bush owed Israel after the Gulf War. Iraq had fired 43 Scud missiles at
Israel, striking Tel Aviv and Haifa, and Israeli leaders were committed to
retaliating.41 Bush adamantly opposed a direct Israeli response, fearing it
would fracture the wartime coalition. Shamir decried the policy as ‘inhuman’
but agreed to stand down.42 For Shamir, granting the guarantees was the least
Bush could do in gratitude.

Following Bush’s refusal, Israel turned to AIPAC to secure a veto-proof
majority in Congress for legislation providing the guarantees.43 AIPAC and
other pro-Israel groups marshalled some 1,200 supporters to Capitol Hill for
a ‘National Leadership Action Day’ to lobby senators and representatives in
September 1991,44 but the campaign backfired. Bush refused to compromise,
publicly rebuking Israel and its supporters: he said he was ‘one lonely little
guy … up against some powerful political forces’.45 Forced to choose between
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Israel and Bush, Congress sided with the president. ‘There was a fight,’ recalled
Dan Meridor, a confidant of Shamir who served as Israeli minister of justice.
‘And [Bush] won the fight’.46

One issue absent from these acrimonious debates was Iran, rarely discussed
amongst Israeli political leaders, let alone brought to Washington’s attention.
Meridor did not remember the Iranian threat raised in Cabinet discussions ‘at
all’.47 Yehuda Ben Meir, another close Shamir ally, said, ‘Iran was a minor
issue’.48 It did not come up in high-level conversations between the United
States and Israel, according to then-Secretary of State James Baker.49 Inside the
Israeli government, the military and intelligence communities divided. Israel’s
external intelligence service, Mossad, historically held a hawkish view of Iran.
Shabtai Shavit, Mossad director from 1989 to 1996, said that Israeli concern
about Iran’s intentions and capabilities began in earnest in late 1991.50 Ilan
Mizrahi, director of Mossad’s Intelligence Division, confirmed the timeline.51

According to Shavit, Mossad obtained information that Iran was developing its
Shahab-3 medium-range ballistic missile. With a range of 1,300 kilometres, the
missile could target all of Israel. Further, in the ‘beginning to mid-90s,’ Shavit
said Mossad obtained information that Iran was designing a warhead to carry
a nuclear weapon. Yet, Israeli Military Intelligence [Aman] disagreed. By 1990,
having dismantled its Iran section and reassigned intelligence analysts to focus
on other areas,52 Aman opposed ‘putting financial capabilities into faraway foes’
and overruled Mossad’s assessment.53 Other military and intelligence officials
agreed with Aman. Ehud Barak, chief of the Israel Defence Forces General Staff
(1991–1995), recalled, ‘It was known that Iran was starting to work, but it was
the kind of a serious threat on the far horizon’. Referring to the nuclear
programme, he said, ‘It was quite embryonic at the time, and it was clear that
it would take many years for them to succeed’.54 A senior Mossad officer, Uri
Ne’eman, and the Ministry of Defence’s chief scientist, Uzi Eilam, confirmed
Barak’s assessment.55

Whilst Israeli leaders clashed with their American counterparts, Iranian
officials sought methodically to improve ties with Washington. The Gulf War
marked a new period of direct Iranian-American communication and co-
operation, and Rafsanjani looked to build on this momentum by addressing
the hostage issue. Within seven weeks between October and December 1991,
the five remaining American hostages in Lebanon were freed and, shortly
thereafter, the bodies of two others who died in the custody of or were killed
by Lebanese militias returned.56 Tehran and Rafsanjani, in particular, played
the leading role in resolving the crisis.57

The United States immediately began to reciprocate, providing ‘goodwill’
in exchange for Iran’s ‘goodwill’. On 28 November 1991, it agreed to pay Iran
US$278 million in compensation for Iranian military materiel impounded in
the United States after the 1979 revolution.58 The settlement was part of
a larger Bush initiative to settle claims that had languished, largely due to
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Washington’s stalling, at the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal in The
Hague. In response to the announcement, one scholar noted, ‘it’s clear they
[the Iranians] see the settlement as a token of American goodwill’.59 United
States officials strenuously denied any connexion between the claim settle-
ment and hostage release, but Bush told the Omani foreign minister privately
that the settlement was ‘clearly tied to the hostages’.60 The Administration
also continued to allow American companies to import Iranian oil, a decision
taken in November 1990 to encourage Iranian co-operation with sanctions
against Iraq. In 1991, Iran sold US$230 million of oil to American firms
compared to US$7 million in 1990.61

Finally, on 9December 1991, five days after the release of the final United States
hostage, UN Secretary General Javier Pérez de Cuéllar released a brief report
formally blaming Iraq for initiating the Iran-Iraq war in September 1980.62 De
Cuéllar’s conclusionwas tied to the fate of the hostages and represented a key piece
of UN leverage in the hostage talks supported by the United States.63 ‘Iran felt
vindicated’ by the report, which confirmed a longstanding Iranian claim and
opened up the possibility that Iran could seek hundreds of millions of dollars in
damages from Baghdad.64

Despite these measures, the Administration recognised that Iran expected
a more substantial ‘goodwill’ gesture to move the relationship forward. Starting
in December 1991 or January 1992, it evaluated a series of additional measures
that would potentially set a new trajectory for Iranian-American relations.
According to a Central Intelligence Agency [CIA] official, Bruce Riedel, involved
in the review, the central question was ‘Should goodwill now beget goodwill?’65

TheNew York Times reported thatWashington evaluated options such as ‘lifting
the ban on oil sales to America,’ which the United States had already done
partially.66 Another option included lifting the embargo on American imports of
Iranian carpets and pistachios.67 A third proposal, according to Riedel, was to
reduce financial support for radio stations broadcasting what the Iranians
considered ‘hostile propaganda’ into the country. Yet the policy review ended
in April 1992 with a clear conclusion. Not only would Washington not seek to
improve ties with Tehran, it would treat Iran as a threat needing containment.68

This shift set the course for the Administration’s approach towards Iran and
motivated Clinton’s strategy. Why did Bush’s Administration back down from
its ‘goodwill begets goodwill’ promise after Iran’s help with the hostages and the
Gulf War? And what role did Israel and the pro-Israel lobby play in this
decision? The most significant factor in this shift lay with changes in Iran’s
behaviour, not lobbying by the Israeli government or pro-Israel groups. Whilst
conducting its policy review, Washington linked Iran to escalated nuclear and
terrorist activity. Taken together, these Iranian actions torpedoed any prospect
of American outreach.69

United States intelligence directly linked Iran to two violent events during this
period. The first was the assassination of former Iranian PrimeMinister Shapour
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Bakhtiar in August 1991 in Paris. By the end of 1991, French and Swiss
investigators accumulated evidence implicating elements of the Iranian regime
in the assassination.70 Arrest warrants were issued across Europe for Iranian
officials including an advisor to an Iranian minister and a diplomat related to
Rafsanjani. At a time when Iran was working to release American hostages from
Lebanon, Bakhtiar’s slaying ‘led many in the White House to conclude that the
Iranians had merely exchanged hostage taking for assassinations’.71 Second, less
than a month before the policy review concluded, American intelligence linked
Iran to a devastating attack on the Israeli Embassy in Argentina. On
17 March 1992, a truck packed with explosives detonated outside of the
Embassy, killing 29 civilians – 25 Argentinians and 4 Israelis – and wounding
nearly 250.72 The Islamic Jihad organisation claimed responsibility. The CIA
held Hezbollah responsible for the attack, even though the Lebanese group
denied any connexion to the bombing or Islamic Jihad.73 In reality, Islamic
Jihad serves as the ‘external security organization’ of Hezbollah.74 The Bush
Administration linked Hezbollah to Iran for two reasons. First, it considered
Hezbollah an Iranian ‘surrogate’; thus, at the least, Tehran would have approved
an attack.75 Second, Argentinian authorities directly blamed members of the
Iranian Embassy in Buenos Aires for aiding the attackers.76 Iran denied any
involvement.

No evidence exists that either operation intended to influence the policy
review. Bakhtiar’s killing came amidst an Iranian campaign to eliminate
adversaries throughout Europe that spanned the 1980s and 1990s. Islamic
Jihad stated that the Embassy bombing was in retaliation for Israel’s assassi-
nation of Hezbollah’s secretary-general, Abbas Musawi, a month earlier.77

Still, from the Bush Administration’s perspective, the incidents bolstered the
view that Iran’s foreign policy remained hostile to American interests.

Yet, the bombing and assassination paled in comparison to Washington’s
alarm over Iran’s nuclear advancements. Whilst the policy review proceeded in
Washington, Iran engaged in a wide-ranging campaign to acquire sensitive
pieces of nuclear technology. This campaign coincided with provocative public
statements from Iran and revelations about Iraq’s nuclear programme.
Ultimately, United States intelligence concluded for the first time that Iran
was pursuing nuclear weapons. Whilst acknowledging that most of the nuclear-
related equipment had plausible civilian applications, intelligence officials had
concern about several specific purchases, as well as the scale of acquisitions in
general: Iran secretly obtained 1,800 kilograms of natural uranium from China.
According to the International Atomic Energy Agency [IAEA], this acquisition
violated Iran’s international nuclear safeguards obligations. Iran also bought
a calutron and tried to obtain a large research reactor fromChina;78 attempted to
purchase a ten-megawatt heavy-water research reactor from India;79 sought
equipment for fuel fabrication and uranium dioxide conversion from
Argentina;80 and endeavoured to contract a German firm to reconstruct the
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Bushehr power reactor.81 Washington used diplomatic pressure to halt most of
these attempted acquisitions.82

Iran received the greatest nuclear assistance from Russia. The CIA
reported in March 1992 that Moscow intended to sell Iran two reactors
and establish technical nuclear co-operation. A formal agreement between
Moscow and Tehran would occur in August. Moscow was unwilling to
acquiesce in American requests to cancel the agreement.83 Reckoning that
the Russian project would be ‘ill-suited to the production of weapons mate-
rial,’ CIA analysts noted, ‘the proposed cooperation could, however, create
opportunities for Iran to acquire training and equipment proscribed under
the [1968] nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty’.84

Some of Iran’s attempted acquisitions received special scrutiny given their
potential relevance to nuclear weapons development. For example, heavy-
water research reactors are efficient at producing weapons-grade plutonium
and highly inefficient at producing electricity.85 That Iran sought to acquire
such a reactor raised further concern because India used a similar one to fuel
its own nuclear weapons programme.86 Another important element of Iran’s
attempted acquisitions was their near simultaneous timing. Iran was not
moving from seller to seller when it found a transaction blocked; it attempted
to acquire very different types of technology from several sources at roughly
the same time.

From the American perspective, an additional cause for concern was an
interview by Iranian Vice-President Ata’ollah Mohajerani, a Rafsanjani ally,
in October 1991. In comments to the Abrar newspaper, Mohajerani stated,
‘The nuclear capability of the Muslims and of Israel should be equal or
neither should have any; otherwise, if Israel has nuclear capabilities, so
should the Muslims’.87 American officials were publicly uncertain how to
interpret the interview. The New York Times reported that the comments
‘were unsettling to American policymakers who have sought to portray Iran’s
foreign policy as pragmatic’.88 The Washington Post, meanwhile, reported
that officials said, ‘the remarks may represent a significant statement of
Iranian intentions’.89 For American policy-makers, Iran’s nuclear-related
acquisitions and statements did not occur in a vacuum. They emerged at
a time of shifting attitudes towards nuclear technology and a rising sensitivity
about the risks of nuclear proliferation. Two issues weighed on Washington.
First, the Soviet Union’s dissolution elevated nuclear non-proliferation
amongst American foreign policy objectives.90 The Soviet demise triggered
a slew of new concerns about the spread of nuclear weapons technology
ranging from the dismal state of physical security at far-flung former Soviet
bases to the career prospects of former weapons scientists lured to defect.91

Nuclear non-proliferation was suddenly at the top of policy-makers’ agenda.
By spring 1992, the State Department Policy Planning Staff called the issue
‘the central security challenge of the 1990s’.92
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Meanwhile, confidence in international nuclear safeguards took
a significant hit after the Gulf War, when international inspections revealed
that Iraq had established a vast nuclear weapons programme.93 Despite
undergoing twice-yearly IAEA inspections, Iraq kept secret a uranium
enrichment programme that employed more than 20,000 people, cost more
than US$10 billion, and operated at 25 sites across the country.94 Riedel
recalled:

The nonproliferation community was quite surprised at the size of the Iraqi
nuclear program, once UN inspectors went in, and how close the Iraqis had
come. And, I think that that led to an overall, across-the-board global view that
we need to up our game because we had almost gotten it terribly wrong in Iraq.
We couldn’t afford another mistake like that.95

Iraq pursued its programme by exploiting poor export controls on ‘dual
use’ technology, equipment with legitimate civilian applications also relevant
to weapons production.96 The attention to Iraqi ‘dual use’ technology exa-
cerbated a long-standing concern amongst experts: states can exploit civilian
nuclear programmes to develop skills necessary to create a nuclear weapon.
Iraq’s near accomplishment attuned United States officials more to the risks
inherent in obtaining all kinds of nuclear technology.

Iran’s nuclear acquisitions, set in the context of concerns about the former
Soviet Union and Iraq, culminated in unprecedented Congressional testimony
from CIA Director Robert Gates. On 27 March 1992, he observed, ‘We judge
that Tehran is seeking to acquire a nuclear weapon capability. Barring significant
technical input from abroad, however, the Iranians are not likely to achieve that
goal before the year 2000’.97 Although the threat had a long horizon, the
Americans concluded that they ought not to sit idle whilst Iran accumulated
knowhow and technology. The combined impact of Iranian nuclear advances
and alleged terrorist activity convinced Bush’s Administration to reject a more
constructive approach towards Iran. National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft
notified Picco in April 1992 that the United States would not fulfil its ‘goodwill’
commitment because of the terrorism and nuclear issues.98 Despite the initial
declaration that ‘goodwill begets goodwill,’ Washington concluded outreach to
Iran had failed.

Throughout the policy review, the Israeli government and pro-Israeli lobby
focused squarely on loan guarantees. Snap parliamentary elections in Israel and
the impending American presidential elections ensured that the issue would
morph into an electoral football in both countries. It took all of the oxygen from
other potential agenda items, including Iran. Nowhere was this dynamic clearer
than in AIPAC’s annual policy conference in April 1992.99 The poor personal
relations between Bush and Shamir were on display, with the loan guarantee
dispute taking centre-stage.100 AIPAC’s executive director, Thomas Dine, pro-
mised, ‘we cannot and will not give up until we succeed’ regarding financial
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assistance.101 Some in the crowd booed when Vice President Dan Quayle, citing
the ‘bumps in the road’ for the bilateral relationship, mentioned Bush’s name.102

Publicly outlining a new strategy to mend relations the following month, Dine
called on Israel’s supporters to ‘return to the basics’ and focus on Congress:

Congress also has a role to play in guaranteeing the future of American-Israeli
strategic cooperation. It is argued that Israel’s strategic importance to the United
States is gone with the end of the Cold War. But the truth is that Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein was a greater threat in 1990, without Soviet support, than he was in 1980
with it. This holds true for Iran, Syria and Libya as well.103

For Dine, like Israel, Iran was an afterthought. At the AIPAC conference,
Zalman Shoval, the Israeli ambassador, mentioned only ‘the situation in Iran’
in a laundry list of potential concerns.104

As Israelis headed to the polls in June 1992, Iran was not a major issue.
During the campaign, neither Shamir nor his Labour opponent, Rabin,
prioritised confronting Iran. Israeli leaders placed so little emphasis on it
that Benny Morris, the historian known for his scepticism towards Israeli
narratives, wrote an op-ed in the New York Times raising alarm. Shamir and
Rabin ‘have failed publicly to address’ what he considered ‘the main threat to
the country: the non-conventional, and particularly the nuclear, weapons
development programs of Israel’s enemies,’ including the ‘Islamic extremists
of Iran’.105 Ultimately, Shamir lost by ten percentage points, something Likud
stalwarts blamed partly on the Bush Administration’s open preference for
Rabin.106

By the time Rabin formed his Cabinet in July 1992, Washington had
already decided on a new Iran policy and began executing it. The initial
goal was modest: work with allies to restrict the export of sensitive technol-
ogies to Iran. Nonetheless, as the strategy developed, the United States began
lumping together the threats posed by Iran and Iraq, ending Washington’s
long-time strategy of siding with one against the other.

The Bush Administration’s first effort focused on restricting the sale of ‘dual
use’ items to Iran.107 The White House sought co-operation of states including
Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the Netherlands to establish export
controls for these items.108 It was the first time that a campaign regarding ‘dual
use’ technology focused on a non-communist country and the first such initia-
tive in the post-Cold War era.109 The effort remained secret until
10 November 1992, when newspapers reported that America intended to raise
the issue at a meeting of G7 countries in Germany later that month.110

Washington’s initiative faced spirited opposition from its allies. The
Europeans and Japan opposed restricting trade with the large and dynamic
Iranian market – not least, because American companies benefitted from
such commerce.111 The United States was one of Iran’s biggest oil importers,
and American companies exported to Iran precisely the type of sensitive
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dual-use technology that the Administration implored its allies to control.112

To limit American dual-use exports, Congress passed the Iran-Iraq Arms
Non-Proliferation Act of 1992, which Bush signed into law on 23 October.113

By this legislation, the United States opposed exports to both Iraq and Iran,
‘including dual-use goods or technology, wherever that transfer could mate-
rially contribute to either country’s acquiring chemical, biological, nuclear, or
destabilising numbers and types of advanced conventional weapons’.114 It
also noted that America ‘urgently … seek the agreement of other nations’ in
this effort. The Act ordered that some of the same sanctions applied against
Iraq in response to its invasion of Kuwait also apply against Iran, like a ban
on exporting sensitive commercial items. By grouping together Iraq and Iran,
the legislation ‘presaged’ the approach taken by Clinton, who defeated Bush
in the November 1992 election.115

Clinton entered the presidency in January 1993 as a foreign policy neo-
phyte. In contrast to Bush, who had served as ambassador to China, CIA
director, and vice president, Clinton had little experience on the international
stage. Yet, from the beginning of his presidency, he was fixated on addressing
the Arab-Israeli conflict. Middle East peace-making was the sole agenda item
for his first NSC meeting on 3 March 1993.116 To complement his new Arab-
Israeli strategy – prioritising an Israeli-Syrian peace agreement – Clinton
charged National Security Advisor Tony Lake with developing a strategy
towards Iran and Iraq. The NSC official with day-to-day responsibility for
this policy process, Martin Indyk, viewed efforts towards Iraq and Iran in
light of the president’s top priority. Clinton wanted a strategy ‘that would
bolster his peacemaking priorities in the Arab-Israeli arena,’ Indyk wrote in
his memoirs. ‘Iraq’s and Iran’s hostility to peacemaking could jeopardize his
whole effort,’ he added.117

Indyk announced the Administration’s new policy of Dual Containment in
a speech at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy on 18 May 1993.118

The United States considered both Iran and Iraq too problematic to engage
diplomatically but too strong to overthrow. Therefore, Washington would
seek to contain both simultaneously.119 As a label, Dual Containment was
a misnomer – the policy called for different strategies for Iraq and Iran. For
Iraq, the United States sought to leverage UN Security Council resolutions to
intensify pressure on Saddam Hussein with the ultimate objective of ending
his leadership of an ‘irredeemable’ and ‘criminal’ regime. The approach
towards Iran differed in style and substance. Although referring to Iran as
‘hostile’ and ‘dangerous,’ Indyk explicitly rejected regime change, focussing
instead on Tehran’s challenging actions: sponsorship of terrorism and assas-
sination; disruption of the peace process by supporting Hamas and
Hezbollah; subversion of pro-American Arab governments; acquisition of
conventional offensive weapons to ‘dominate’ the Gulf; and the ‘most dis-
turbing’ element, development of ‘clandestine nuclear weapons capability’.120
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Unlike the Iraq strategy, the basis of approaching Iran was unilateral action,
‘maintaining’ the same sanctions against Iran that the Bush Administration
imposed. The Iran strategy envisioned working ‘energetically’ with allies to
block the transfer of military or nuclear equipment and trying to inhibit
‘normal commercial relations’. In substance, Dual Containment hewed clo-
sely to Bush’s 1992 Iran strategy.

The strategies pursued by Clinton and Bush differed in two aspects: how
each Administration talked about Iran and how Iran and Iraq fitted into
overall American strategy. Bush and Baker had articulated Iran’s regional
importance and America’s desire for better relations. Conversely, Clinton
discussed Iran several times at the beginning of his presidency, saying in
a televised interview that he remained ‘very troubled’ by its actions.121 On
30 March 1993, Secretary of State Warren Christopher went further, brand-
ing Iran as an ‘international outlaw’ and ‘one of the principal sources of
support for terrorist groups around the world’.122

The second difference was how Iran and Iraq fitted into the overall Middle
East strategy. For Bush and Baker, the two states represented separate cases,
and they dealt with each on its own terms. Clinton’s Administration brought
what Bush once derided as ‘the vision thing’ to its Middle East and global
foreign policy. Iran and Iraq were not singular cases of problematic govern-
ments, as Bush saw them, but examples of a global archetype of ‘backlash
states’ threatening the enlargement of the democratic ‘family of nations’.123

Iran and Iraq joined Cuba, North Korea, and Libya in this club. Against these
states, Washington had a ‘special responsibility for developing a strategy to
neutralise, contain and, through selective pressure, perhaps eventually trans-
form these backlash states,’ Lake wrote.124 The approach towards Iran was
not an isolated strategy peculiar to the Islamic Republic but part of a larger
one towards states that, in Washington’s view, stood in the path of demo-
cratic enlargement. Despite the Clinton Administration’s different rhetoric
and outlook, however, the substance of the new president’s Iran strategy very
closely resembled that of his predecessor.

The announcement of Dual Containment followed months of agitation
from Israel, which has led some to argue that Israel should bear responsibility
for the policy’s creation. Rabin drove Israel’s concerns. He believed Israel
faced a ‘window of opportunity’ in its foreign affairs: act now to make peace
with the Arab states and Palestinians before Iran acquired nuclear weapons
and Islamic fundamentalist groups gained more power.125 The threat posed
by ‘Iran and others, the threat of a nonconventional challenge to our position
may emerge in the future … . When this comes, it had better be when we
have already established workable peace relations with the key immediate
neighbours,’ observed Eran Lerman, Aman’s lead intelligence analyst for
international issues.126 Rabin spoke of Iran posing both short-term and long-
term threats. In the short-term, Rabin saw danger in Iran backing militant
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groups aiming to undermine the peace process, including Hamas and
Hezbollah. More than Shamir, Rabin saw Iran’s hand behind the threats
these two groups posed. He warned, ‘The world in general will pay if the
cancer of the radical fundamentalist Islam is not halted at the house-of-study
of Khomeini and his followers in Iran’.127 In the long-term, the ‘window of
opportunity’ was closing as Iran advanced in its nuclear programme. Making
peace with the ‘inner circle’ of Arab states would ‘reduce the risk’ posed by
states in the ‘external circle,’ such as Iran.128 His view brought Israel in line
with the United States, which had decided in April 1992 to contain Iran and
whose intelligence officials warned openly about an Iranian nuclear weapon.

Yet, Mearsheimer, Walt, and Parsi all draw a direct, causal link between
Rabin’s perspective and the subsequent Dual Containment policy. Parsi argues
that Dual Containment was the ‘direct result of Israel’s pressure’ via a 1992
‘campaign’ orchestrated by Rabin and AIPAC.129 For Mearsheimer and Walt,
‘The lobby had been largely responsible for developing and sustaining Dual
Containment’.130 Whilst Mearsheimer, Walt, and Parsi note that Indyk, who
announced the policy, had worked at AIPAC in the early 1980s, their explana-
tions cannot account for why Dual Containment largely mirrored Bush’s 1992
approach to Iran. As noted earlier – and recognised by a number of scholars131

– Clinton’s policy represented a continuation of Bush’s 1992 initiative devel-
oped before Rabin became prime minister, before the Israel/AIPAC ‘campaign’
reportedly took place, and before Indyk worked for the NSC.

Further, the evidence for their argument remains flawed: they all rely heavily
on interviews with subjects not directly involved in the events in question. Parsi’s
account of Dual Containment rests exclusively on four American officials:
Kenneth Pollack, Robert Pelletreau, Scowcroft, and an anonymous State
Department official.132 Mearsheimer and Walt rely on Pollack, Pelletreau, and
Scowcroft. Yet, neither Pollack, Pelletreau, nor Scowcroft were directly involved
in American policy-making during the development of Dual Containment.
Pollack served as a CIA analyst, not a policy-maker, from 1989 to 1995.133

Mearsheimer, Walt, and Parsi write that Pelletreau served as assistant secretary
of state for near eastern affairs ‘at the time’ of Dual Containment’s announce-
ment in May 1993. But Pelletreau was serving then as United States ambassador
to Egypt and not appointed assistant secretary until February 1994, nine months
after Dual Containment was announced.134 There is no evidence of involvement
by Scowcroft, who served in the Bush Administration, in developing Clinton’s
foreign policy. Based on quotations that Parsi attributes to him, it is not clear
that Scowcroft even posited the connexion between Israeli influence and
American policy. He criticised Dual Containment as a ‘nutty’ and ‘crazy’ – but
not an Israeli – idea.135 Finally, Parsi cites an anonymous ‘senior State
Department official’ who says simply that Dual Containment ‘didn’t make
a lot of sense’.136 As with Scowcroft, this view does not support the conclusion
that Israel drove the policy.137
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If Israel did not dictate American policy, did America dictate Israeli policy?
Rabin certainly felt nostalgia for pre-1979 Israeli-Iranian co-operation that made
his eventual reversal striking. Before becoming prime minister, he told then-
United States ambassador to the UN, Tom Pickering, ‘Iran is an important
country. You need to have contacts with Iran’. Pickering added, ‘He remem-
bered back, maybe too fondly, [to] the relationships that they had with Iran at
the time [before] the fall of the Shah and how significant they were for Israel’.138

Indeed, in 1987, Rabin recalled that Iran had been Israel’s friend for 28 of the
past 38 years: ‘If it could work for 28 years…why couldn’t it happen again, once
this crazy idea of Shiite fundamentalism is gone?’139

Yet, after becoming prime minister, Rabin changed his mind. It is possible
that he intentionally moved Israeli policy closer to that of the United States
to strengthen ties with Washington. A shared approach towards Iran would
reaffirm the value of an alliance with Israel at a time when the Soviet Union’s
fall undercut the geopolitical basis of the relationship. Rabin also came to
power when Iran’s approach towards Israel became more aggressive, which
could have also influenced his shift. The March 1992 attack in Argentina
shifted Israel’s view towards Iran. The attack was an explicit retaliation for
Israel’s assassination of Musawi. Yet from Israel’s point of view, Iran had
upped the ante in three ways. First, the Argentine bombing was far from the
battlefields of Lebanon. Second, it targeted civilians, not soldiers. Most
important, Iran, not just Hezbollah, played a central role. To Israel, the
attack was the first time Iran became a ‘player’ in attacks against Israel, not
just a ‘sponsor’.140 With his new attitude towards Iran, Rabin brought the
Israeli government’s formal assessment much closer to the United States’
view, strengthening the overall trajectory of Israeli-American relations.

This analysis addresses a gap in the literature on Iranian-American rela-
tions and Israel’s role in that dynamic. The overlooked years of 1990–1993
find themselves sandwiched between conflict in the Gulf and Iran-Contra in
the 1980s and a sanctions-driven effort to isolate Iran in the 1990s. Yet, this
period was more than an interregnum in hostilities. A confluence of events,
including the fall of the Soviet Union and Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, pre-
sented an opportunity for the United States to reconsider its policy towards
Iran. When Bush’s Administration broke its promise of ‘goodwill begets
goodwill’ and decided against advancing rapprochement with Iran, it was
not due to Israel. Iran sought nuclear technology and supported what the
United States viewed as terrorism, actions that shaped Washington’s policy.
By the time Rabin raised concern about the Iranian threat, the Americans
had firmly established their policy.

By focusing on Iran policy from 1990 to 1993, this exegesis also challenges
the theory that Israeli interests, expressed by either the Israeli government or
pro-Israel advocates, drove American policy towards Iran. This theory arises
from two assumptions. First, it accepts an active Israeli interest in shaping
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United States policy towards Iran. In recent years, Israel inserted itself into
the domestic debate over the 2015 Iran nuclear deal, with an Israeli prime
minister urging Congress to reject a president’s signature foreign policy
initiative. As illustrated herein, however, it is wrong to assume that this
level of intervention has always been the case. Under Shamir, Israel took
little interest in Iran. Rabin’s loud concern came after Bush’s Administration
had already decided to oppose rapprochement with Tehran. Second, the
theory assumes that America has no outstanding grievances with Iran, only
historical relics from the 1979 hostage crisis – that, in a bilateral setting, little
stands between greater ties between the states. Between 1990 and 1993, this
was not the case. Washington had a host of strategic disputes with Iran,
ranging from the hostages in Lebanon to its nuclear programme. Ultimately,
the Bush Administration decided to oppose and contain Iran; the Clinton
Administration continued this policy because of these grievances not Israeli
intervention.
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